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Substitution reaction (also known as single displacement reaction or single substitution reaction) is a
chemical reaction during which one functional group in a chemical compound is replaced by another
functional group.
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The Journal of Organometallic Chemistry targets original papers dealing with theoretical aspects, structural
chemistry, synthesis, physical and...
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Chemistry is the scientific discipline involved with elements and compounds composed of atoms, molecules
and ions: their composition, structure, properties, behavior and the changes they undergo during a reaction
with other substances.
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Molecular weaving of covalent organic frameworks, where threads of strongly bonded organic molecules are
interlaced at regular intervals, allows collective large-amplitude movements of these threads and can thus
adapt to variously-shaped incoming guests, giving rise to â€œadaptive inclusionâ€•, a new scenario of
dynamics in solids.
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Learn and research science, chemistry, biology, physics, math, astronomy, electronics, and much more.
101science.com is your scientific resource and internet science PORTAL to more than 20,000 science sites.
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The rapid increase in the breadth and scope of transformations that involve metal-promoted activation of C H
bonds is fundamentally changing the field of synthetic chemistry.
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